TIRES
We have definite ideas about what a tire must deliver. We only trust specialists
or premium tire manufacturers like Pirelli with their development.

Product

Winter tires TW757 | 57-584

Pirelli Cycl-e

Pirelli Cycl-e ST

Brief description

Developed by Stromer for the
ST1 | ST3 | ST5 for the winter
season. The tire ensures plenty of grip on wet or slippery
surfaces and has outstanding
puncture protection thanks
to the aramid layer. ECE 75
approval for S-Pedelecs.
ST1 | ST3 | ST5
Folding bead
Silica compound

The Pirelli Cycl-e was developed especially for the ST5
and tailored completely to the
dynamic riding style. Whether
in the city or on curvy country
roads, Pirelli’s entire expertise
comes to play in the Cycl-e.

Stromer Custom TA754
by Vee Tire
We developed these tires
especially for the ST1. Thanks
to its special tire compound,
it promises plenty of grip on
wet and dry surfaces and
has outstanding puncture
protection. ECE 75 approval
for S-Pedelecs.
ST1
Rigid bead
Energetic compound

Puncture
protection

Aramid puncture protection

Bead-to-bead Nylon layer
for puncture protection

The Pirelli Cycl-e ST was developed especially for the
ST3 and therefore for driving
in the city and for the daily
commute. It rolls softly, is extremely reliable and ensures
maximum grip on every surface and in every weather.
ST3 | ST5
Rigid steel bead
Cap tread rubber construction for +15% in WET grip,
anti-tacking feature, efficient rolling.
Bead-to-bead Nylon layer
for puncture protection

Size based on
ETRTO
Version
TPI
Weight
Recommended
tire pressure

57-584

57-584

57-584

New Rubber Belt technology
with 5 mm thick specialized
rubber for puncture protection
54-584

Folding bead
72
980 g
2.2 bar

Folding bead
60
approx. 990 g
2.2 bar

–
30
approx. 1290 g
2.2 bar

–
27
870
2.2 bar

Part N°

402077

401416

401789

402078

Price in CHF
Price in EUR
Preis USD

70
69
69.–

99
89
99.–

71
69
70.–

34
33
33.–

Stromer model
Specifications
Compound

ST3 | ST5
Foldable Kevlar bead
Patented SmartNET Silica
compound

All prices incl. VAT, recommended retail price. Country-specific deviations are possible. myStromer AG reserves the right to change technical data and prices. All prices not including
dealer labor.
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